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References in bold-faced type are to LEADING ARTICLES; in italics to Book REVIEWS; and in plain type to CASE NOTES.

AGENCY

Bibliography: Magill and Hamilton: Cases on Business Organization (Vol. I) 156-157
Restatement of the Law of Agency 156
Restatement of the Law of Agency — Illinois Annotations 227
Steffen: Cases on the Law of Agency 71-72

ANNULMENT

See Marriage

BANKRUPTCY

See Receiverships

BANKS

See Receiverships

CHANCERY

See Equity, Mortgages, Real Property, and Receiverships

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

In general: Miscellaneous grounds for unconstitutionality of the A. A. A. 175-176
Interstate commerce: National Industrial Recovery Act as based upon interstate commerce clause 165-181
Obligation of contracts: Constitutionality of moratory legislation 182-211
History of the contract clause 187-191
Police power: Conflict of, with contract clause 198-199
Emergency as the basis for the exercise of police power 199-203

CORPORATIONS

Bibliography: Illinois Business Corporation Act Annotated 322-323

COURTS

Bibliography: Edwards: The Courts and the Public Schools 64-65
Rules of decision: Limitation on doctrine of stare decisis in decisions of divided courts 309-310

CRIMINAL LAW

Bibliography: Mikell: Cases on Criminal Law 71
Capacity to commit crime: Irresistible impulse test 23-24, 29-30
—Uncontrollable impulse test 27-29
Mental disorder after trial—sufficiency of, to avoid sentence 33-35
Mental disorder at time of offense—nature of, to negative criminal responsibility in Illinois 25-32
Mental disorder at time of trial—sufficiency of, to avoid trial 32-33
Mental disorder in Illinois criminal law 19-52
Right-and-wrong and delusion tests of insanity 20-23

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

Evidence: Burden of proving sanity or insanity 43-46
Type of evidence to prove mental disorder 37-43
Pleading: Proper plea for raising issue of mental disorder 35-37
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DIVORCE
See also Marriage

Jurisdiction: Animo manendi as requisite to establish domicile or residence 57-59
Constructive service void for fraud 53-54

DOMESTIC RELATIONS
See Divorce and Marriage

EQUITY
See also Mortgages, Real Property, Receiverships, and Trusts

Historical: Basis of equitable jurisdiction 81-106
Bills in Eyre 85-90
Development of chancellor's judicial functions 91-99
Equitable procedure prior to court of chancery 85-95
The trend toward certainty in equity 100-106

Pleading: Whether bill for reformation and enforcement of contract is multifarious 212-219

Procedure: Acquisition by trustee of title in foreclosure proceedings 6-8
Use of chancery powers to end deadlocks in real estate bond foreclosures 1-18

HUSBAND AND WIFE
See also Marriage and Wills

INJUNCTIONS
Subjects for restraint: Maintenance of gambling house as interference with wife's right to support 317-319
Violation of N. R. A.—suit by government 170-172, 177
—suit by individual 172

PROPERTY RIGHTS

PROPERTY: WHETHER A WIFE'S RIGHT TO SUPPORT IS A PROPERTY RIGHT 317-319

INJUNCTIONS:

RIGHT TO PROCEEDS: RIGHT OF REMAINDERMAN IN PROCEEDS OF POLICY SECURED BY LIFE TENANT 139-148

EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS

Distribution: Right of ancillary administrator to make distribution 219-225

ETHICS

Bibliography: Costigan: Cases and Other Authorities on the Legal Profession and Its Ethics 70

EVIDENCE

Presumptions: Whether doctrine of res ipsa loquitur is available in action against municipality 315-317

Witnesses: Competency of attorney to give expert testimony regarding negligence of another attorney 317

INSURANCE

Right to proceeds: Right of remainderman in proceeds of policy secured by life tenant 139-148

Three views as to remainderman's right 140-141
—Massachusetts rule 141-143
—Rhode Island rule 143-144
—South Carolina rule 144-145
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LEGAL BIOGRAPHY

Bibliography: Walker - Smith:
Lord Reading and His Cases
320-322

M

tee to bid at foreclosure sale for benefit of bondholders where there is no fair cash bid
131-138

Purchase of mortgagor’s equity as duty of trustee
10-14

Purchase of redemption rights by mortgagor to escape delay and difficulties of foreclosure
5-6

Sale of property under direction of court by trustee who purchases equity of redemption for bondholders’ benefit
15-17

Whether in foreclosure by trustee, bondholders are necessary or proper parties
300-308

P

Purpose of disclaimer statute
121-127

The true function of disclaimer
107-130

Use of disclaimer to amend claims
109-112

Whether “amendatory” disclaimer is invalid if given a retroactive effect
118-121

PLEADING

See also Criminal Procedure and Equity

Bibliography: Clark: Cases on Pleading and Procedure 226
Keigwin: Cases in Common Law Pleadings 323-324
McBaine: Cases on Common Law Pleading 226

PROCEDURE

Bibliography: Illinois Civil Practice Act Annotated 158

PATENT LAW

Disclaimer: Limitations on use of disclaimer to amend claims
112-117

—where use would give benefit of reissue
112-113

—where use changes the invention
113-114

—where disclaimer makes claim indefinite
114

Necessity for distinction between part claimed without right and part truly invented to make disclaimer effective
114-117

Presumption of validity of claim amended by disclaimer
117-118

Proposed remedies to clarify confusion in law of disclaimers
129-130

MARRIAGE

Annulment: Breach of antenuptial contract as grounds
148-155

Sufficiency of fraud in the inducement as grounds 149-154

MORTGAGES

See also Equity and Trusts

Bibliography: Conduct of Mortgage Foreclosure during Bankruptcy (pamphlet) 73

Foreclosure: Difficulties in foreclosures of small bond issues
1-6

Extending the use of chancery powers to end deadlocks in real estate bond foreclosures
1-18

Order of court directing trustee to bid at foreclosure sale for benefit of bondholders

LAW

Bibliography: Black: Law Dictionary
69

Dillavou and Howard: Principles of Business Law 66-67
**REAL PROPERTY**

See also *Equity, Mortgages, and Trusts*

Bibliography: Powell: Cases and Materials on the Law of Possessory Estates 67-68

**RECEIVERSHIPS**

Bibliography: Miner: *A Treatise on the Law of Bank Receivership and Stockholders' Liability in Illinois* 323

Procedure: Contempt proceedings in court receiverships 253-263

— Criminal contempt distinguished from civil 255-263

Receiver's duties and procedure in discovering assets 234-237

Summary proceedings in court receiverships 233-263

When summary proceedings are proper in collection of assets 237-253

**SALES**

Bibliography: Woodward: Cases on the Law of Sales 157-158

**TORTS**

Bibliography: Hale and Benson: *Law of the Press* 65-66

Negligence: Liability of manufacturers to persons not in privity of contract for negligent manufacture of article sold 60-63

Speed of railroad trains as evidence of negligence 310-313

**TRIAL**

Bibliography: Hinshaw: *Trial Briefs* 69

**TRUSTS**

See also *Equity*

Management and disposal of trust property: Whether trustee under deed for purpose of effecting a sale of the property has a duty to insure it 293-300

Whether trustee under trust deed to secure real estate bonds has a duty or right to purchase equity of redemption 5-18

**WILLS**

Construction: When husband or wife is construed to be "heir" of the other 264-292

**WITNESSES**

See *Evidence*